Research Statement
Summary I am interested in (1) the design of intelligent agents and systems, primarily guided
by machine learning; (2) modeling and understanding collective dynamics that result from intelligent individual behavior; and (3) using this understanding to inform the design of venues
where people and automated agents come together to interact. A central focus of my research is
on understanding how information flows through systems, how it can be best used by intelligent
agents, and how its presence, absence, or the form in which it is available impacts decisions at the
individual and systemic levels. My work can be categorized into four broad themes.
1: Collective intelligence I am interested in both modeling and understanding the dynamics of
collective intelligence, and in designing algorithms that allow us to use the power of collective
wisdom to make better decisions. I have been working on the foundations of a rigorous theory
of how information grows in novel social media like Wikipedia and the blogosphere, and on
information aggregation and dissemination in prediction markets. In recent work, we have documented some remarkable regularities in the life cycles of average Wikipedia pages and blog posts
[26, 27]. They exhibit a concave rise to an editing / commenting peak, followed by decay at a 1/t
rate over time. We have proposed a simple model of information creation that matches the data
well. This model is the first step in the development of a comprehensive model of information
creation in such “collective wisdom processes.” I am also actively pursuing related questions, including the dynamics of commits to open source software, and the development of algorithmic
techniques for detecting attempts to manipulate public opinion through Wikipedia.
Prediction markets aggregate the beliefs of many agents with different information about an
event (like “Barack Obama will win the presidential election”) into a single number, a price. Prediction market prices have been shown to reflect the true probabilities of outcomes closely [50, 8].
Recently there have been broad calls to deploy markets for socially important tasks, like predicting the passage of climate change legislation [5]. Much of my work in this area has focused on
algorithmic liquidity provision from a reinforcement learning perspective (described in more detail below). We have also recently started running experimental prediction markets with human
participants, including the Instructor Rating Markets at RPI, which allow students to trade on the
ratings their professors will receive. Many interesting incentive issues arise when market participants also affect the outcomes they are trading on (in this case by providing ratings). Our markets
were successful: students participated actively in both trading and regularly rating their instructors, and prices were predictive of future ratings, thus providing dynamic feedback to instructors
on the progress of their classes [13].
2: Reinforcement Learning I often work on reinforcement learning problems motivated by economics and markets, but the techniques are broadly applicable. For example, one of the major
challenges in designing and deploying prediction markets is in generating liquidity in the market
so that people are willing to trade [49]. Much of the work in this area focuses on designing liquidity providing market makers using the framework of scoring rules, which incentivize truthful
reporting (at least myopically), but suffer from the problem that they are in general loss-making
[32, 16, 39]. Others have considered market-making as a trading strategy, but without the marketmaker being obliged to take the other side of every trade [45, 15]. My own work [21, 22, 25]
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frames the problem of market making from a reinforcement learning perspective within established models of asymmetric information. In this framework, the problem is essentially one of
dynamic pricing, and is of interest for reinforcement learning because prices simultaneously serve
two roles: they are both the “sensors,” giving information about the distribution of valuations in a
population (will someone buy or sell at this price?), as well as the profit-making mechanism. This
sets up an exploration-exploitation dilemma.
Models that incorporate an optimizing, reinforcement learning market maker can predict interesting characteristics of market behavior. For example, we show that a profit maximizing monopolistic market maker may actually provide more liquidity than a zero-profit one in times of
market uncertainty, because she is willing to take short-term losses in order to learn more quickly
[25]. This model provides support for anecdotal claims from the New York Stock Exchange about
the value of their “specialist” model (equivalent to a monopolistic market maker) in times of high
market uncertainty.
Beyond the phenomenological predictions of the model, the theoretical development has allowed us to design a practical algorithm for market making that we are testing in both simulation
and experiments with human subjects. One new focus will be to test the algorithms in simulation settings with intelligent trading agents, inspired by various trading agent contest scenarios
[36, 48]. Our results so far indicate that this algorithm has the potential to offer lower average
losses than the de facto standard market making algorithm based on the logarithmic market scoring rule, while also maintaining lower spreads and providing more liquidity [11, 13]. Variants of
the algorithm have been used in both subsequent academic work by several different groups (e.g.
[10, 46]), as well as in the private sector in finance.
One of the core algorithmic elements in the market making algorithm is the idea of using
moment-matching approximations to maintain tractable belief states that agents can efficiently
represent and perform inference on. This idea turns out to be broadly powerful beyond just market making. We have used this technique for the setting of posted-price “digital goods” auctions,
where a seller is attempting to sell items with no marginal cost of production (for example, music
or movie downloads) [17]. Prior to our work, most research on this problem was either completely
theoretical (distribution-agnostic regret bounds for simple algorithms) [35, 9], or restricted to relatively simple models of uncertainty [43, 19]. We are among the first to design practical algorithms
for these problems and evaluate them in complex environments. We have also used the idea of
moment matching approximations to tackle a classic problem in online inference: “noisy bisection,” where a learner has to track a target and can place a sensor: she then only sees a thresholded
signal (whether or not the target is “above” or “below” the sensor), and this signal may be noisy
[12, 33, 47]. We show that our technique allows us to perform asymptotically almost as well as we
could with actual signals, instead of thresholded ones [14].
I have also worked on reinforcement learning for improving human-robot interaction [38] and
reinforcement learning in nonstationary multi-agent systems [24].
3: Search, matching, and multi-agent systems Market design is a naturally interdisciplinary
field, because of the importance of both algorithmic ideas and a need to understand the allocation
of scarce resources. I have worked on markets where costly search plays a significant role [37],
as well as on markets that match pairs or groups of agents [42]. The design of matching markets
has been used for important social purposes, like matching applicants to jobs (most famously,
medical school graduates to their first residencies [40]), and matching kidney donors to recipients
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[41, 1, 6]. But the matching literature has typically assumed that agents know their preferences in
advance. We explored the consequences of agents having to learn their preferences sequentially
through interactions with each other, in the context of a “dating game” [24]. This was among the
first papers to look at matching when preferences have to be learned (it has since been followed by
several papers in the economics literature that examine matching with unknown preferences), and
revealed the critical importance of the mechanism used for matching on the long-term stability
of outcomes. Another paper looks at the effects of learning in search processes with exploding
offers, like academic hiring markets, and shows that, for an applicant, the information gleaned
from rejection signals is much higher when she is unaware of her own “worth” or attractiveness
in the market, by enabling her to estimate this more quickly [29].
Another application of search theory is to e-commerce. Current models of e-commerce marketplaces are almost exclusively two-sided, considering direct interactions between buyers and
sellers [31]. In reality, the presence of intermediaries can have significant effects on buyer and
seller strategies, especially through the incentives they are willing to offer to the intermediaries
[7, 34]. In a collaboration with David Sarne of Bar-Ilan University (funded by the US-Israel Binational Science Foundation), we are studying the concept of expert-mediated search, best illustrated
by an example. Consider a consumer looking for a used car on a large Internet marketplace. She
sees noisy signals of the true value of any car she looks at the advertisement for, but she can disambiguate this signal by paying for the services of an expert (for example, getting a Carfax report,
or taking the car to a mechanic for an inspection). We are examining how the presence of the expert changes the consumer’s search process, and the role that can be played by a market designer
or regulator in increasing social welfare in such markets [18].
Recently I have been worked on understanding social welfare in matching markets [3, 4]. This
work analyzes matching from the perspective of cardinal utility models, where the quantity of
utility derived from a matching is important, not just the preference ordering [2]. I am also interested in models of multi-agent systems outside of economic markets: I have worked on the
importance of social norms in multi-agent teams [23, 30], as well as on models of disease spread
that leverage real data on transportation networks [51].
4: Supervised learning I am interested in both the theory and applications of supervised learning. I have worked on new algorithms for feature selection in supervised learning [20], and on
training set selection when the data consists of only labeled examples of one class, and all other
examples are unlabeled: we designed an approach to solving this problem using minimal effort
from an expert human labeler [28]. The latter research forms the foundation for an automated
pipeline for triage of proteins that may be added to a curated, specialized biomedical database
[44].
I am excited about two new projects related to supervised learning. First, as a visiting scholar
at the US Treasury’s Office of the Comptroller of the Currency, I am applying machine learning methods to predict and manage systemic risk across large financial institutions, leveraging a
unique dataset with detailed time series tracking of the behavior of individual credit card account
holders. Second, we have just received a new NSF award to work on humanitarian logistics in
collaboration with experts on disaster relief: one of our tasks will be to use existing data (both
hand-collected and scraped from the web and social media) to predict the flow of donations to
disaster sites; we hope to build an understanding of the determinants of donation behavior that
can then be used to influence donor behavior in socially useful directions.
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